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ABSTRACT
The Internet is full of middleboxes that change packets and
flows. In fact, there is probably no IP or TCP header that
is not affected by at least one middlebox. Obviously, middleboxes impede path transparency, i.e., the idea that an
exchange of messages results in more or less the same packets, no matter what path the packets takes. But no one
seems to have a truly global view of what middleboxes do
to packets on what Internet paths, which would however
be an essential knowledge for new transport protocols to be
successfully deployed.
We address these concerns in the MAMI project by building an observatory of path transparency measurements. The
project hosts an extensive set of path transparency measurements — we believe it to be the first dataset to deal specifically with middlebox involvement.
In this paper, we describe that Observatory and a number of questions that we want to address with the data in
that Observatory. Eventually, the project will provide public access to that Observatory so that researchers and the
interested public can ask their own questions about path
transparency issues and middlebox involvement.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The public Internet is very different from what its inventors had intended it to be. Instead of having intelligent end
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nodes and dumb packet-forwarding routers, the situation today is almost exactly reversed: from a networking point of
view, end nodes are quite simple whereas middleboxes are
very sophisticated, forwarding packets, doing Network Address Translation, balancing server load, transcoding videos
depending on current throughput, and so on. This destroys
a condition called path transparency, which means that an
exchange of messages results in the same packets, no matter
what path the packets take [14, 9].
Since these middleboxes need at least some knowledge
of the underlying protocols in order to function, there has
been transport protocol ossification: if it’s not TCP or UDP,
middleboxes cannot look into the packets and such packets
might in the worst case be dropped on the floor.
However, today, no one seems to have a truly global view
of what middleboxes do to packets on what Internet paths,
which would however be essential knowledge for new transport protocols to be successfully deployed.
The MAMI project, and its Observatory, can be seen as
an attempt to ask “What will break on the Internet if I do
this?”, where “this” is something that ought to work, but
might not, due to middlebox involvement.
Path transparency has been discussed for some time now
in the Internet measurement community in general and in
the Internet Architecture Board in particular, and MAMI is
an outgrowth of these discussions. For more information, see
especially the work by Trammell, Kühlewind and others [16,
17, 18].

2.

RELATED WORK

Of course, we are not the first network measurement infrastructure that can be queried. Prominent examples include infrastructures like RIPE Atlas [12] and RIPE TTM [8]
(discontinued in 2014) for connectivity and reachability research, TopHat (OneLab/PlanetLab) [3] and Archipelago [4]
for topology and iPlane [10] for path performance prediction.
In addition, some infrastructures allow querying specifically
for large-scale data analysis. One prominent example of
this is mPlane [15]. MONROE is a project about (among
other things) “large-scale monitoring and assessment of performance of [Mobile Broadband] (MBB) networks in heterogeneous environments”. MONROE builds a “dedicated infrastructure for measuring and experimenting in MBB and
WiFi networks, comprising both fixed and mobile nodes distributed over Norway, Sweden, Spain and Italy.” [1] MAMI
uses the MONROE infrastructure to provide it with vantage
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Figure 1: MAMI Observatory Architecture.
points for running measurements.
As far as we know, the observatory we build in MAMI
is the very first one entirely dedicated to middleboxes data
collection.

3.

OBSERVATORY

As outlined above, MAMI is a project about path transparency, and thus the purpose of the MAMI observatory
is to enable research on boolean statements about paths,
called path conditions. Path transparency now means that
the same path conditions hold on every path that leads to
the same endpoint.
The observatory is designed to store a large number of
raw measurements from different measurement campaigns.
Analysis modules then extract observations from this data.
An observation represents a statement about a given path
condition at the time of measurement. Transforming measurements into observations allows us to separate low-level
data handling and high-level analysis.
The observatory architecture is depicted in Fig. 1; the
thickness of the arrows represent the volume of the data
flow. All access to the data management infrastructure is
mediated through a web server (nginx). Means of uploading
data might change in the future to allow for bulk file import.
Measurements are stored in an HDFS node, observations are
stored in a NoSQL database (MongoDB).
Access to this data falls into three categories: (i) Measurement Campaigns. These may be people or machines.
They are equipped with tokens that allow them to upload
raw measurements to the measurement infrastructure. Measurements are stored in an HDFS node, measurement metadata is stored in a MongoDB database. (ii) Analysts.
These are people who have access to a Jupyterhub[11] running on the infrastructure. This is responsible for spawning
appropriate Jupyter instances. Jupyter is a web application
providing an interactive python shell which allows users to
run code on the observatory infrastructure as well as saving code for later editing or reruns. Analysts use Jupyter
for exploratory analysis of both measurements and observations. Analysts write analysis modules that turn measurements and other observations into more observations. (iii)
General Public. Members of the general public can access
some observational data through specially vetted analysis
modules. (The reason why the general public cannot access the raw measurement data is that this data potentially
contains personally identifiable information.)
The part holding the measurements is currently implemented using HDFS, but this may well change in the future,
since HDFS may not afford the guarantees that we would

like for measurements.
The part holding the measurement metadata and the observations is currently in a MongoDB NoSQL database. We
do not foresee this changing in the foreseeable future, as we
are quite happy with MongoDB.
The analysis modules can be written in any language that
supports reading from HDFS and writing to MongoDB. No
specific analysis tool is prescribed for processing the data but
we provide access to Apache Spark™ [2] infrastructure and
may add more distributed computing tools later. Whenever
new measurements arrive in the measurement database, appropriate analysis modules will be triggered that transform
measurements into observations. This may trigger other
analysis modules that perform deeper analysis and create
new observations, and so on.
Analysis modules will be invoked and coordinated by a
supervisor. This provides the modules the required information to access the infrastructure, and sets up temporary collections in the database for the modules’ output. The analysis consoles are implemented using Jupyterhub, a multi-user
Jupyter server.

4.
4.1

USE CASES
Internet-Over-UDP

One issue with the prevalence of middleboxes on the Internet is that, in order to perform their function well, they
have to do fairly deep packet inspection. For example, even
a NAT box will have to alter IP and TCP or UDP packet
headers, as does a load balancer or SSL termination proxy.
A middlebox that transcodes videos on the fly would have
to look even deeper into packets.
This creates a powerful incentive not to invent and deploy new transport protocols, since the middleboxes would
not understand them, would not know what to do with
them, and would probably simply have to drop them. This
is known as “Internet transport ossification”. There is in
fact a need for new transport protocols, the most prominent
example being QUIC [13] as a replacement for HTTP [7].
As can be seen in the case of QUIC, the most promising
protocol to base one’s new transport on is UDP. But will
that work, or will middleboxes, being unaware what transport is routed on top of UDP, drop or otherwise mangle
packets? Or will overly restrictive firewalls perhaps disallow
UDP except for a few standard ports like 53 or 123? We
are trying to answer the question “What will break if we try
to run the Internet on UDP” in MAMI with the help of a
large dataset obtained with copycat [6], a tool for comparing
TCP loss, latency, and throughput with UDP by generating
TCP-shaped traffic with UDP headers.

4.2

Presence of Middleboxes over Time

Transport protocols might reasonably make assumptions
about the composition of middleboxes on the path from a
source to a destination. For example, a transport protocol
might assume that a middlebox that was on the path five
minutes ago will still be on that path now. But there seems
to be no empirical evidence either way. The question is thus:
how dynamic is today’s Internet? Do the same middleboxes
appear on the same paths all the time, or do middleboxes
routinely appear and disappear? We are using tracebox (a
traceroute extension revealing middleboxes along a path)
data [5] to answer that question.
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